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Abstract. Natural Language Generation (NLG) is concerned with transforming some formal content input into a natural language
output, given some communicative goal. Although this input has taken many forms and representations over the years, it is the
semantic/conceptual representations that have always been considered as the “natural” starting ground for NLG. Therefore, it is
natural that the semantic web with its machine-processable semantic data paradigm has attracted the interest of NLG practitioners
from early on. We attempt to provide an in-depth overview of the approaches to NLG from semantic web data, emphasizing
where robust, sustainable techniques have been used and pointing out weaknesses that still need to be addressed in order to
improve both the performance and scalability of semantic web NLG.
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1. Introduction

Natural Language Generation (NLG) is concerned
with transforming a given formal content input into
a natural language output, given some communicative
goal in a specific context [108]. This input has taken
many forms and representations over the years, from
linguistic surface-oriented structures over semantic or
conceptual representations to raw numeric data. How-
ever, it is the semantic/conceptual representations that
have always been considered to be the “natural” start-
ing ground for NLG: linguistic surface-oriented struc-
tures already predetermine the linguistic form of the
output beforehand, which is clearly undesirable for
flexible NLG, and raw numeric data require prior pre-
processing that is not related to NLG. Therefore, it
is not surprising that the semantic web (SW) with its
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machine-processable semantic dataparadigm has at-
tracted the interest of NLG practitioners from early
on. The objective of this article is to provide an in-
depth overview of the approaches to NLG from SW-
data and the use of NLG in the SW-context, empha-
sizing where robust, sustainable techniques have been
used and pointing out weaknesses that still need to be
addressed in order to improve both the performance
and scalability of semantic NLG.

We begin with a brief overview of NLG that delimits
its scope, introduces its key tasks, challenges and sum-
marizes the current state of the art (Section 2). Next,
we discuss the key issues that we think make gen-
eration that uses SW-technology/data different from
NLG that draws upon more traditional semantic repre-
sentations (Section 3). We then review NLG research
that exploits SW-data (Section 4) from two different
angles—NLG for ontology engineering vs. NLG for
publication of the content modelled by the ontologies.
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In Section 5, we summarize what we consider the most
prominent “burning” issues for a successful symbiosis
between NLG and SW, before concluding in Section 6.

2. A brief overview of NLG

Fully-fledged NLG implies a number of tasks. The
five most central of them are: 1)content selectionthat
determines which parts of the content received as in-
put are to be verbalized according to the context; 2)
discourse and information structuringthat ensures that
the content is rendered as a coherent narration; 3)
aggregationthat merges partially overlapping content
and linguistic structures to avoid repetition and to im-
prove the fluency of the output; 4)lexicalizationthat
maps conceptual (or language-independent semantic)
configurations onto language-specific semantemes and
lexemes, including what is commonly referred to as
generation of referring expressions(GRE), i.e., gener-
ation of anaphora and generation of references to en-
tities supposedly already present in the reader’s world
model; and 5)morpho-syntactic realizationand lin-
earization that deals with the projection of the dis-
course or sentence plan obtained from the preceding
tasks onto the surface.

In order to introduce the reader into the context of
SW-technologies in NLG, let us give a brief overview
of NLG in general and of NLG-tasks that are mainly
concerned with semantics (namely content selection,
discourse structuring, and lexicalization) in particular.

2.1. A bird’s eye view of NLG

As already mentioned above, the global task of NLG
is to map a given formal input onto a natural language
output, with the objective to achieve a given commu-
nicative goal in a specific context. The context can be
entirely implicit if the generator focuses on one spe-
cific type of report for one specific type of user (as,
e.g., in the case of the generation of clinical narratives
for medical personnel), or allow for an explicit param-
eterization of only one or several features (as, e.g., in
the case of the generation of explanations for either
laymen or experts of a domain, or in the case of the
generation of commentaries for various types of users,
varying information needs and various communicative
goals). As a rule, individual generators do not cover
several genres.

The input can be further characterized with respect
to its type (i.e., whether it is structured or not, and

what language representation it uses, if any), size, do-
main and task (in)dependence; the output with respect
to its size, coherence, fluency, language and modality;
and the context with respect to the profile and informa-
tion need of the target audience and the communica-
tive goal of the generator. See Table 1 for a summary
of these characteristics.

The range of admissible (or desired) characteristics
of the input, output and context determines, to a certain
extent, the architecture of the generator. Thus, a gen-
erator that accepts as input small unstructured sets of
data and generates out of them short monolingual mes-
sages will have a simpler architecture than a generator
that takes as input large semantic graphs to generate
multilingual texts that vary in content, language and
style according to the user profile and request. The for-
mat of the input may also vary, depending on whether a
generator is used as a stand-alone application or is part
of a larger automatic information processing applica-
tion such as Dialogue, Question Answering, Summa-
rization, or Machine Translation. This highlights the
decisive difference between NLG and, for instance,
parsing: NLG cannot always start from the same in-
put (while parsing always starts from the language sur-
face).1 The consequence of this difference is that in
NLG-research no consensus has been achieved so far
on what a generation application is supposed to start
from and what the standard input representation for
generation should look like exactly—although it seems
clear that “some sort of” semantic representation is the
most appropriate starting ground. Over the years, dif-
ferent types of semantic representations have been ex-
perimented with—including model-theoretical seman-
tics [6,30,101], Schank’s scripts [66,94], Sowa’s con-
ceptual graphs [99], a variety of frame representations
such as KL-ONE and LOOM [65,72,106], up to se-
mantic web representations; see the following sections.
Cf. also [114,119] for somewhat outdated detailed re-
views.

The methodologies applied in NLG to map the given
input onto the natural language output range from the
use of simple fill-in templates and canned text for
straightforward verbalization of messages of limited
complexity to the exploitation of strategies that im-
plement informed projections between theoretically-
sound representations for each individual generation

1To illustrate this problem, a famous statement by Yorick Wilks
that “the difference between Natural Language Understanding and
Natural Language Generation is like the difference between count-
ing from one to infinity and from infinity to one” is often quoted.
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Input

Type structured input data representation (e.g., semantic graph, database) or unstructured input representation (e.g.,
tabular, template); input representation language (first-order logic, OWL-DL, etc).

Size small (e.g., a small RDF graph), large or very large input (e.g., hundreds of thousands of measurements or database
entries).

Domain independence input representation domain-independent (e.g., conceptual representation) or domain-dependent

Task independence input representation independent or dependent of the task of text generation.

Context

Targeted genre term definition, report, commentary, narrative, etc.

Targeted audience lay person, informed user, domain expert, etc.

Request information solicitation, decision support request, etc.

Communicative goal exhaustive information on a theme, advice, persuasion, etc.

User profile user preferences, needs or interests in the topic, individual expertise, previous knowledge, discourse history, etc.

Output

Size single sentence, paragraph or a multi-paragraph text

Coherence set of disconnected sentences or a coherent paragraph

Fluency fluent NL, controlled NL, or telegraphic style

Language monolingual (English, French, German, Spanish, . . . ) or multilingual

Modality textual only (written or spoken) or multimodal (e.g., text or speech with table or figures) and the degree of the
multimodality

Table 1

Summary of dimensions of NLG-system input, output and context

task. However, as van Deemter et al. [44] point out,
the distinction between practical application-oriented
template-based NLG and “real” research NLG is be-
coming increasingly blurred in that template-based
generation becomes quite sophisticated and research-
oriented NLG-experiments often bridge tasks that are
not in focus by simple realizations or omit them alto-
gether. As a consequence, the theoretical justification,
maintainability, and output quality and variability can-
not be prognosticated only based on the fact whether
templates are used or not. Until recently, rule-based re-
alizations prevailed for methodologies of all complex-
ities. This is about to change. Statistical realizations of
different NLG-tasks are increasingly popular [122].

The generation tasks, although conveniently sepa-
rated (see above), are not independent of each other
and can be staggered, in the best of cases, in the gener-
ation architecture [113]. For instance, the task of lexi-
calization is influenced by content selection, discourse
structuring, syntacticization, etc.; aggregation is to be
controlled at the conceptual level, language-dependent
semantic level and syntactic level; (surface) syntactic
structure determination depends on lexicalization, in-
formation structure, etc.

Especially in the earlier days of generation, vari-
ous architecture models have been experimented with
to accommodate best for these dependencies. In the
course of the years, a model has emerged that does

not conform to the ideal theoretical vision of gener-
ation because it does not reflect the interdependen-
cies between the different tasks, but which is sufficient
as a working architecture. It consists of three main
pipelined modules [91,107]: 1)document or text plan-
ning (sometimes also referred to ascontent determi-
nationor macro-planning), 2) sentence planning(oth-
erwise known asmicro-planningin opposition to the
previous macro-planning module), and 3)surface re-
alization. The document planning module is in charge
of decidingwhat to sayand organizing the chosen con-
tent into a coherent whole. The sentence planner is in
charge of mapping the text plan to the linguistic struc-
ture, grouping information into sentences and perform-
ing aggregation, and lexicalization along the way. Fi-
nally, the surface realizer is responsible for rendering
each sentence plan into a sentence string. It is obvi-
ously the document planning module and partially also
the sentence planning module that must be able to cope
with semantic representations.

The evaluation of the performance of each module
and of the individual tasks within each module has
been increasingly given more prominence in NLG. As
for any NLP-application, this performance can be as-
sessed either from a qualitative or a quantitative an-
gle. For “deeper” tasks such as document planning, so
far nearly exclusively qualitative evaluation has been
applied in that human judges were asked to rate the
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appropriateness of the content and discourse structure
in automatically generated texts. However, quantita-
tive evaluation of at least content selection, i.e., eval-
uation that uses statistical measures to assess the con-
cord of the output of the content selection task with
a gold standard, is becoming relevant on the research
agenda of NLG; see, for instance, [22] for the descrip-
tion of the RDF-content selection shared task chal-
lenge. The success of the standardization of content
selection strategies and their evaluation will certainly
also depend on the prominence of the SW-technologies
in NLG. For linguistic (or “more surface-oriented”)
tasks such as syntactic generation, increasingly quan-
titative evaluation is used [11,12,14]—although quali-
tative evaluation is still popular [13].

2.2. Semantically-oriented NLG-tasks

The design and realization of nearly each of the
generation tasks listed at the beginning of Section 2
depend on the type of the semantic input structure
used by the generator, especially content selection, dis-
course structuring, and lexicalization since they oper-
ate directly on the input structure or on a fragment of it.
The first two tend to output the same type of semantic
structure as they take as input, while the third (lexical-
ization) tends to output a lexicalized structure in which
the items differ in type from the semantic structure. Let
us discuss each of these three tasks in turn.

2.2.1. Content selection
Often, an NLG-application has to address the prob-

lem of selecting a subset of content from a large se-
mantic network, i.e., do content selection. This can be
done in terms of rule-based templates, resorting, for in-
stance, to SPARQL queries, as, e.g., in [24,27] (adopt-
ing the so-called “closed planning") or exploiting the
network topology to perform an informed search of the
most relevant nodes, as, e.g., in [45,100] (adopting
the so-called “open planning"). Open planning is espe-
cially favoured in bottom-up, data-driven approaches
where the communicative goal is to “say everything
there is to say about an object of the domain", as op-
posed to top-down approaches where content selection
is guided by explicit communicative goals which must
be satisfied.

In approaches that follow the open planning para-
digm, content is often seen as forming a content graph
where nodes correspond to content atoms (e.g., facts in
a KB or database cells), while edges indicate selection
constraints between pairs of nodes. In some cases, the

selection constraints are derived from links between
data found in the content. The links serve as indica-
tors of related content that can be selected together. In
other cases, constraints are elicited from special rela-
tions which indicate potential discourse relations be-
tween facts when placed in a discourse plan. Thus, po-
tential rhetorical relations are established between sets
of facts in O’Donnell et al’s [100]ILEX system, while
in the work by Demir et al. [45]attractor andrepeller
relations indicate discourse compatibility (or incom-
patibility) between facts.

The nodes and edges of the content graph on
which open planning strategies operate can be assigned
weights that modulate the strength of the constraints
or quantify the degree of interest of the user for certain
types of content, as encoded in a user model. Weights
warrant the application of optimization- and graph-
based algorithms to solve the content selection prob-
lem. They can be assigned either manually as in [45] or
be statistically inferred from a corpus of texts aligned
with data [5,25].

A number of proposals for open planning content
selection (see, e.g., [89,90]) have been realized explic-
itly using SW-representations; see Section 4.

2.2.2. Discourse structuring
A number of generators handle content selection

and discourse structuring as one task [108], using text
schemata in the sense of [87]. However, theoretically it
is undisputed that discourse structuring is an NLG-task
on its own. Discourse structuring is concerned with the
derivation of a coherent discourse structure of the con-
tent that is to be turned into natural language. In this
context, a very popular discourse structure theory is
theRhetorical Structure Theory(RST) [82] because of
its pre-realizational definition of rhetorical relations in
terms of speaker’s intentions and effects on the hearer
on the one hand, and the distinction between the main
(nucleus) and supporting (satellite) arguments of the
asymmetric discourse relations on the other hand.

Discourse structuring can be carried out either af-
ter content selection (as, e.g., in [67,83,109]) or inter-
leaved with content selection (as, e.g., in [85,96,100]),
such that during the relevant content search through
the graph only those nodes are taken into account that
can be connected to the already selected nodes via
a rhetorical relation—which ensures discourse coher-
ence. The rhetorical relations between content nodes
are introduced either directly into the content graph
prior to NLG-proper (as, e.g., in [109]), viaplan op-
erators during text planning (as, e.g., in [67,85,96])
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or via a projection from semantic relations established
between content nodes [24,76].

It has been argued by Marcu [83] that the asym-
metric discourse relations (such asELABORATION,
CAUSE, and IMPLICATION ) reveal acanonicalorder-
ing. In RST-terms, this means that the nucleus comes
before the satellite. This, together with other local co-
herence constraints such as adjacency, can be exploited
to achieve global coherence—as done by Marcu in his
constraint-based approach.

Another issue that is relevant to discourse structur-
ing is how to package units of content intoElemen-
tary Discourse Units(EDUs). This issue has been ad-
dressed, for instance, using templates in a pipeline ar-
chitecture (as, e.g., [23,24]) in order to ensure that
each EDU can be rendered in natural language, and
in terms of a topological search in an iterative NLG-
architecture (as, e.g., [35]); see also Section 4.2.

2.2.3. Lexicalization
Rather different strategies have been discussed to

realize the mapping between the semantic and lexi-
cal entities: discrimination networks [57], semanteme-
lexeme association with additional variation [75,79,
102,120], semantic vs. lexical feature or structure
matching [98] or unification [49,99,114], etc. How-
ever, some proposals also treat the items of the seman-
tic representation as lexical items, such that they do
not change the type of the output; see e.g., [106] and,
more recently, [116].

To facilitate the mapping of a semantic (or, more
precisely, language-independent) representation onto
an abstract linguistically-oriented representation that
gives sufficient room for flexible verbalization, langua-
ge-oriented ontologies have been introduced into gen-
eration. The most prominent of them has been, with-
out doubt, thePenman Upper Model(UM) [7], which
bridged the gap between LOOM representations and
linguistic structures. Originally used in the context
of systemic-functional generators PENMAN [84] and
KMPL [9], the UM evolved over the years into a major
multilingual linguistically-oriented ontology known as
the Generalized Upper Model(GUM); see, for in-
stance, [10]. GUM is available in OWL-DL (see also
Section 5).

3. Semantic web representations: What makes the
difference?

In the previous section, we saw that semantics plays
a crucial role in various tasks of NLG. In this sec-

tion, we discuss the key issues that make NLG that
uses SW-technology and/or data different from NLG
that draws upon more traditional semantic representa-
tions. These key issues concern (i) the uniform codifi-
cation of NLG-relevant information in standard, freely
available SW language formalisms; (ii) the use of SW
technologies for reasoning and accessing domain and
NLG-specific knowledge; (iii) the scalability of the
NLG-techniques that are able to cope with large scale
SW repositories; (iv) the portability of generators that
are based on SW technologies; and (v) the reuse of SW
resources across generators.

3.1. Uniform codification of NLG-relevant
information

One of the central problems in NLG is the projec-
tion of domain information structures onto language-
oriented structures that render this information. Ob-
viously, this problem is simplified considerably if for
both types of structures the same formal representa-
tion is used, or if the domain information structures are
enriched by the information how to project them onto
language-oriented structures.

The use of a single knowledge base (KB) that con-
tains information about both the domain and the pro-
jection of the domain onto language was already com-
mon practice in traditional knowledge-based NLG.
However, these KBs were, as a rule, created delib-
erately for specific applications, often with no clear
separation between domain knowledge and genera-
tion task-specific knowledge—which raised questions
on the theoretical soundness and portability of such
generators. As a consequence, the need for a separa-
tion between different types of knowledge was rec-
ognized in several works predating the appearance of
SW-standards and a separation of knowledge into dif-
ferent but uniformly coded layers has been suggested.
For instance, Fröhlich and Van de Riet [53] imple-
mented in LOOM [81] a three layer ontology consist-
ing of a domain ontology, a lexical ontology and an
upper model.

OWL/RDF offers explicit support for the modular-
ization of knowledge into different ontologies. This
support has been exploited to model task-specific
and linguistic knowledge. The knowledge represented
in terms of OWL-ontologies ranges from content
schemas, ordering, discourse relations, plan operators,
models and profiles of the user to lexical knowledge.
Thus, in accordance with Kittredge et al.’s [75] ar-
gumentation for the need ofdomain communication
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knowledge, Bouayad-Agha et al. [24] distinguish be-
tween three layers of ontological knowledge: domain,
domain communication and communication knowl-
edge. The domain communication layer adds, using
reasoning, new domain content that is relevant to NLG:
user-tailored content, qualitative views on quantita-
tive domain data, temporal aggregation of data use-
ful to generate temporal expressions, etc. The com-
munication layer is a language-independent linguis-
tic ontology that models NLG-concepts and rela-
tions instantiated during content selection and commu-
nicative/discourse structuring—among them, content
schemas, discourse relations and sentences.

In Janzen and Maas’s dialogue system [68], NLG
starts from a layered OWL-DL knowledge repository
that contains a complete model about question answer-
ing and an instantiation of the domain model (in their
case, in-store shopping dialogues). The layers separate
the description of the domain from the model of the
task, which models in a library of schemas of questions
a taxonomy of discourse intentions and user-driven
composition of a set of rhetorical plan operators that
specify the answers that the system can produce.

Dongilli [47] and Galanis et al. [55] use ordering
annotations in the domain ontology to indicate a partial
ordering, which is extended to a total ordering of the
facts to be communicated in the text.

Parts of the content can also be assigned user
preferences—as, for instance, done in [36,55], where
the user preferences are encoded in terms of numeri-
cal weights [36,55] used when navigating through the
content graph during text planning.

A complete ontological model of the user profile is
used by Bouayad-Agha et al. [24] for the determina-
tion of content relevant to the user prior to NLG-proper
in the context of generation of environmental infor-
mation. The profile includes the user’s age, activity,
sensitiveness (e.g., to birch pollen) and diseases (e.g.,
asthma) related to environmental conditions.

The uniform codification of domain data and lexical
information has received particular attention. Thus, in-
stead of keeping the lexicon separate from the domain
data, some approaches opt for annotating the data with
lexical information using the same SW formalisms as
for the domain data. This is, for instance, the case of
NaturalOWL [55], where classes and individuals in the
OWL-ontology are associated with noun phrases to-
gether with the gender of the head nouns and their sin-
gular and plural forms. Properties are assigned micro-
plans for sentence planning. These micro-plans define
an abstract clause structure with a verb as its head and

information about the verb’s inflection and valency.
For the purpose of annotating ontologies, the authors
of NaturalOWL developed a tool [1,17,56] supported
by reasoning that can be used to assign multilingual
annotations to OWL ontologies.

There have been some proposals to standardize the
codification of lexical information in the SW. Thus,
LingInfo [29] is an ontological model for annotating
the morphosyntactic structure (i.e., inflection and de-
composition) of labels in ontologies. LexOnto [32]
is another model which focuses on the specification
of the mapping of the semantic arguments of OWL
properties to the arguments of a predicate. Buitelaar
et al. [28] propose a model calledLexInfo that uni-
fies LingInfo and LexOnto and builds on the Lexical
Markup Framework [52], a meta-model for represen-
tation of computational lexical information, adapting it
to OWL/RDF notation.

In [86], a more general model calledLemonis pre-
sented. Lemon makes no commitment to any particular
linguistic information. Rather, it serves as a modelling
language to describe a wide range of computational
lexicons. The authors also present a rewritten version
of LexInfo in terms of Lemon.

Beyond elaborated proposals on the uniform codifi-
cation of domain and lexical information, it is increas-
ingly popular to consider the labels of entities in SW-
ontologies to be largely natural language words. Thus,
having analyzed the naming patterns of properties in a
collection of freely available ontologies, [93,105] ar-
gue that the designers of ontologies tend to use mean-
ingful words as labels.

This linguistic information can be used directly in
the natural language output (although at the cost of low
fluency; see [69]) or be exploited to reduce the cost of
creating domain and ontology-specific lexicons; see,
e.g., [20]. More elaborate approaches use on-line lexi-
cal resources such as WordNet or FrameNet to identify
patterns in property names in ontologies and associate
them with valency information; see [117] for the use
of WordNet and [37] for the use of FrameNet.

Being appealing from the perspective of the devel-
opment of domain-independent NLG, automatic lexi-
con derivation should nonetheless be accompanied by
a revision by language experts to ensure a certain qual-
ity [20], or be only used as a fallback if no manual
annotation is present in the ontology for a given prop-
erty/concept [110,115,126]. On the other hand, the ne-
cessity for manual revision could be avoided by im-
posing naming conventions that restrict the grammati-
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cal category and composition of terms when authoring
ontologies [62,103].

3.2. Use of SW technologies for reasoning in NLG

Reasoning is one of the most prominent advantages
of adopting one of the OWL sublanguages as a descrip-
tion language for a domain. Many NLG-systems us-
ing SW-representations are supported by off-the-shelf
reasoners that perform standard reasoning operations
such as consistency checks and instance classification.
For instance, the RacerPro reasoner is used to support
both the Query Tool [50,51] and ELEON [17] author-
ing tools. The linguistically-motivated inference with
the purpose to find subsuming concepts of a concept
that is to be described, i.e., do content selection, as de-
scribed in [89,90,92] is grounded in the RacerPro rea-
soner.

When the goal is to generate fluent natural language,
domain ontologies do not model, as a rule, all the
concepts that arise in human communication. There-
fore, some systems rely on inference based on domain-
specific rules in order to extend domain data and thus
account for the missing concepts. See, for instance,
[68] and [25,26], who employ SWRL and Jena rules
respectively.

Closely related to reasoning is the support of spe-
cific OWL-sublanguages (orprofile in OWL 2.0 ter-
minology) in NLG-systems. Each sublanguage seeks a
balance between expressivity and computational guar-
antees for reasoners. For instance, RacerPro requires
the OWL-DL sublanguage, such that the input to the
aforementioned NLG-systems is restricted to that sub-
language or to less expressive languages.

The SPARQL RDF query language has been the fo-
cus in the context of Controlled Natural Languages
(CNLs) and NL-interfaces that support ontology query-
ing in natural language. Most of the CNL and NL-
interface approaches call for parsing or information ex-
traction techniques and grammars for mapping natural
language to a query language (see, e.g., [16,74,118])
and less for NLG. However, NLG has been used, for
instance, for conceptual authoring and verbalization of
non-standard conjunctive queries [47] as well as for
verbalizing the query potential of an ontology in a non-
standard query language [2].

SPARQL-queries are also the natural choice for text
planning implementations that process OWL-data [3,
24,27,40,68,97], especially if they also output a con-
tent/text plan in the OWL representation language (as
done, e.g., in [24,68]). Thus, in [68] already cited in

Section 3.1, complex NLP-oriented SPARQL-requests
associated to their plan operators are used to retrieve
information from the domain KB. In [24] also cited in
Section 3.1, SPARQL-queries encode both templates
for text planning and the constraints governing the ap-
plication of the templates. The use of SPARQL al-
lows them to implement a text planning module that
works natively on SW-technologies, with both the in-
put data and the contextual information (i.e. user pro-
file and query) in OWL/RDF and processing the con-
tent exclusively through SPARQL-queries. Murray et
al. [97] also use SPARQL-queries to encode the high-
level schemata of the text planning module. Bouttaz et
al. [27] not only encode contextual knowledge in OWL
and RDF, but also use SPIN-SPARQL queries to store
and apply complex content selection rules.

3.3. Scaling up to large SW repositories of data

Semantic representations based on frames (such as
KL-ONE or LOOM) or “home-made” idiosyncratic
semantic representations common in NLG in the past,
do not scale up in that they are not powerful enough
to express all required meaning constellations, are too
complex in maintenance or too slow in access when
beyond a certain size. Semantic Web offers the chance
to scale up NLG-applications to large repositories of
data. The main challenge in this context is that, first
of all, content selection strategies can deal with SW-
repositories. Open planning-oriented content selection
such as the one proposed by O’Donnell et al. [100] is
easily extendible to cope with large SW-data reposi-
tories. As a matter of fact, it was extended by [55] in
an OWL-ontology about museum artifacts (see Sec-
tion 4.2). Dai et al. [35]’s criteria for selecting a node
in an SW-network are more basic than either [100]
or [45]. They rely on the notion of distance and rele-
vance (in their terminology: whether a node is “con-
vincing" enough to be selected), which allows them
to extract fragments from the semantic network and
stopping when a maximum distance from the node
of interest is reached (see section 4.2). Mellish and
Pan [89,90] also employ an opportunistic search for se-
lecting and ordering subsumers of a class in an OWL-
ontology using inference between axioms directed by
communication constraints (see Section 4.1).

Bouayad-Agha et al. cope with large scale SW
repositories in content selection by preselecting first all
concepts that are related to the relevant topic according
to a set of predefined rules/templates [23] or by com-
piling on the fly a KB based on the user request out
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of a large repository [24] before performing the actual
content selection.

3.4. Portability of SW-based generators to new
applications

SW-data is available for many different domains,
is increasingly standardized, and has the potential for
many different applications. For NLG, this means a
chance to become portable across domains and appli-
cations. Portability of SW-based generators can be en-
sured by either enforcing a clear separation between
general purpose domain knowledge and task-specific
domain-independent knowledge, or by reducing the
amount of task-specific knowledge needed to generate
language.

Separation between domain knowledge and task-
specific knowledge can be achieved by layering the
different types of knowledge (as already mentioned in
Section 3.1) and providing mechanisms for the map-
ping between domain- and task-specific knowledge.
This latter is also facilitated by the use of Upper Mod-
els such as the GUM [10] (see Section 2) used, for in-
stance, in [47].

In some cases, a set of domain-independent and
linguistically-motivated relations is enough to substan-
tially increase the portability of some NLG-modules.
For instance, the generator in [21] maps all relations in
the input ontologies onto one of four generic relations
for which the surface generator has in-built support.
In [20], the text and sentence planning modules oper-
ate on any ontology that contains the same four upper
relations.

A popular strategy to reduce the amount of task-
specific knowledge that is needed to generate lan-
guage is the reduction of the generated language con-
structions to a controlled subset (the so-calledCon-
trolled Natural Language, CNL) for which an unam-
biguous mapping from the formal languages used in
the SW can be defined. Power and Third [105] out-
line the assumptions usually followed for this mapping
in a Consensus Model. According to this model, ax-
ioms are expressed by sentences specified by a gram-
mar, one per axiom, and atomic terms involved in ax-
ioms are verbalized by entries in the lexicon. CNL-
grammars are defined exclusively in terms of a formal
language, i.e., OWL, and linguistic expressions. Since
CNL-grammars are generic, only lexicons need to be
defined for new domains. When generic grammars are
paired with automatic derivation of lexicons from on-
tologies (see Section 3.1 above), the NLG-system be-

comes highly portable, albeit at the expense of the
quality of the generated text.

A workaround for the lack or deficiency of nam-
ing conventions assumed for the automatic derivation
of lexicons from ontologies [62,103] (see the discus-
sion in Section 3.1) is to involve (expert) users of the
NLG-system in the acquisition of linguistic resources
for each domain, as is envisaged in conceptual author-
ing [63,103] (see Section 4 below) or in the ACE View
ontology and rule editor [43], which support user’s cre-
ation of new entries in the lexicon for the newly added
ontology concepts.

Semantic wikis, where both domain content and the
corresponding linguistic information can be acquired
simultaneously from users, are another example of
the application of CNL. De Coi et al. [43] present
ACEWiki, a semantic wiki that works under the same
principles as ACE’s ontology and rule editors. Bao et
al. [4] use variations of the Rabbit [60] and ACE CNLs
to generate English and Chinese descriptions of on-
tologies maintained using a semantic wiki. The authors
present a meta-model for the manual creation of on-
tologies with linguistic annotations used together with
the CNL-grammars to verbalize the ontologies.

3.5. Reusability of SW resources in NLG

Generally speaking, the formalization of a domain
in an ontology promotes reuse, especially if standard
representations like the OWL/RDF-standards are used.
For example, the modelling of the user using theProb-
lem Description Languagein a sub-ontology for an en-
vironmental report generation application [24] could
be reused in any domain, and integrated in any NLG-
application that takes the user model into account for a
generation decision (e.g., content selection or lexical-
ization), especially if the other sources of knowledge
are also modelled in ontologies. However, most NLG-
applications developed so far and exploited their own
ontologies from scratch, using SW-standards and tech-
nologies. Nonetheless, some have based their repre-
sentations on existing models with or without adapting
them. For instance, Bouttaz et al [27] generate descrip-
tions of metadata (e.g., provenance and access permis-
sions) about digital artifacts and processes in a virtual
research environment based on an existing provenance
model (see Section 4.2). Furthermore, they model the
user’s social context using their own extended version
of the FOAF social networking vocabulary. Argüello
et al. [3] present a system that generates clinical nar-
ratives whose domain model consists of eight ontolo-
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gies: four are part of the healthcare communication
standard HL7,2 which includes the specification of a
Clinical Document Architecture, three are related to
standard clinical coding systems such as SNOMED
CT,3 and one has been introduced to facilitate the ter-
minology binding process. Another domain in which
existing ontologies are often reused and extended in
NLG-applications is the museum domain, which uses
the CIDOC-CRM4 ontology, which models concepts
and information in cultural heritage and museum doc-
umentation. NLG-applications based on an extension
or exploitation of this model are presented in [121]
and [40].

Promising from the perspective of reusability of SW
data in NLG is the linked open data initiative, which
promotes a set of principles for the publication of data,
collectively referred to as theLinked Dataparadigm,
with the aim to ensure open access and integration
of published data with existing resources in informa-
tion technology applications [18] (see also Subsec-
tion 5.3). Having interlinked sources of data avail-
able to them, NLG-systems can operate directly on a
global, cross-domain data space rather than start from
isolated and domain-specific data sources. Damova
and Dannélls [39] present an approach for the gener-
ation of museum artifact descriptions [40], which to
our knowledge is so far the only NLG-application that
draws upon existing open linked datasets integrated
using a single so-called “reason-able view” accessible
via a single SPARQL end-point [40]. They integrate
both generic resources (DBPedia5 (the RDF-version
of Wikipedia), Geonames6, a geographic database and
Proton7, and an Upper Level ontology), and specific
resources (the CIDOC-CRM model, an intermedi-
ate ontology called the Museum Artifacts Ontology
(MAO) and the Gothenburg City museum data).

4. NLG-applications in the light of SW

We subscribe to Bontcheva’s [19,41] early view on
NLG as having two roles to play in the SW: firstly,
“[helping] users who are not knowledge engineers to
understand and use ontologies”, and, secondly, to pro-

2http://www.hl7.org/implement/standards/
index.cfm

3http://www.ihtsdo.org/snomed-ct/
4http://www.cidoc-crm.org/
5http://dbpedia.org
6http://www.geonames.org
7http://proton.semanticweb.org

vide “formal knowledge [. . . ] expressed in natural lan-
guage in order to produce reports, letters, etc. [that
is to] present structured information in a user-friendly
way”. Subsequently, we distinguish between two main
categories of NLG-applications related to SW. The first
category captures Natural Language Interfaces (NLIs)
for ontology engineering that use NLG-technologies
to present the information in natural language to the
user [112]. In these applications, the user is typically a
domain expert who uses the NLI to author (i.e., model
and/or populate), query or document (i.e. verbalize the
tboxand/orabox) an ontology. In the second category
of applications, the semantic representation is a means
for codification of knowledge that is to be published
using NLG-technologies, following a specific commu-
nicative goal.

There are, of course, other ways to cluster NLG-
applications within and across these two objective-
oriented categories. For instance, Gardent et al. [34]
distinguish between applications for verbalizing on-
tologies, for querying ontologies and for authoring on-
tologies. The verbalization applications in their case
subsume both approaches for documenting ontologies
and for publishing knowledge in an end-user applica-
tion.

In what follows, we present in some detail a number
of works that fall into each of our two main categories.
Given the importance of evaluation in NLG, we men-
tion, whenever provided, the evaluation procedure and
the evaluation outcome. We conclude the section with
a summary of the individual approaches with respect
to the NLG-dimensions and -tasks discussed in Sec-
tion 2 and semantic web issues for NLG discussed in
Section 3.

4.1. NLG for ontology engineering

NLG for ontology engineering is used by a do-
main expert for theauthoringof queries, class defini-
tions (i.e.,tbox) or instances (i.e.,abox) from an on-
tology using a supporting interface that guides the user
through the authoring process, or for the more gen-
eral presumably unguidedverbalizationof a (fragment
of an) ontology. Such applications can be used for the
comprehension or development of ontologies and the
construction of queries for both domain experts and
lay users. For instance, Hewlett et al. [62] speak of the
following purposes of ontology verbalization: (i) the
automatic documentation of concepts so that lay users
who are involved in semantic annotation can under-
stand them, (ii) making web service descriptions un-
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derstandable to users, and (iii) providing natural lan-
guage descriptions of web-service policies or rules to
policy developers (the latter is an application domain
for [27] and [43]).

In both guided and unguided verbalization, the gen-
erated text must be unambiguous, which is why CNLs
are often employed, especially when there are no re-
quirements for generating a coherent text and when
“round trip” authoring is desirable (i.e., verbalizing the
ontology into CNL and translating the CNL back into
ontology axioms).

Of course, not all NLIs for ontology engineering
use NLG. For example, many natural language query-
ing systems straightforwardly rely on parsing the nat-
ural language input entered by the user into a bag
of keywords or a full syntactic tree before mapping
it to a logical representation and translating it into a
query; see, e.g., [74,118]. Likewise, many ontology
authoring tools do not rely on NLG.8 Some, as, e.g.,
[78,111], rely on a look-ahead grammar-based text ed-
itor as in the PENG-D and AceWiki authoring tools;
others (such as, e.g., [46]) use a text editor that pro-
vides feedback to the domain expert about the parsed
structure with respect to the recognized CNL-patterns
and with respect to possible ambiguities in the ROO-
authoring tool for the Rabbit-CNL. In fact, the more
stilted and disconnected the output text can be, the
more primitive (if used at all) the NLG- technology
is, whilst the more complex, lengthy and coherent an
output text is needed, the more needed and sophisti-
cated is the NLG-technology (e.g., including aggrega-
tion and referring expression generation, grouping into
paragraphs, and use of realization grammars). Unfor-
tunately, only a few usability studies contrast different
NLIs, and those that do tend to be between systems
that use natural language and systems that do not [73],
rather than contrasting the underlying technology of
the used NL-systems (i.e., NLG vs. not-NLG).

In what follows, we present the use of NLG for
unguided ontology verbalization and for interactive
guided verbalization, i.e., conceptual authoring.

4.1.1. Ontology verbalization
Approaches to ontology or query verbalization

strive for domain independence, that is, the ability to
verbalize any ontology with a minimum effort for the
adaptation of the linguistic resources. Therefore, the
linguistic resources (if any) are limited and tend to be

8See also [80,112] for extensive reviews of querying and author-
ing interfaces.

derived automatically from the linguistic information
available in the ontology.

Hewlett et al. [62]’s aim is to generate fluent natu-
ral language descriptions. They introduce, along with
an ontology browser and an editor tool called SWOOP,
a tool for the verbalization of OWL-class definitions.
From each class definition, the tool generates a parse
tree that contains the class, its properties and entities.
The tree is preprocessed to eliminate redundancies and
irrelevant information and then further pruned to re-
move relations that require a realization in a differ-
ent sentence structure. Subsequently, certain idiosyn-
cratic concept aggregation is performed (e.g., min-
cardinality and max-cardinality axioms are combined
using the keyword “between”). The resulting tree is
mapped onto an introductory sentence and a number of
bulleted items applying simple mapping rules. The au-
thors conducted a pilot study evaluation on five classes
from freely available ontologies with ten users with no
background on SW. Each user was shown a single ver-
balization trial consisting of the same input verbalized
using the SWOOP-verbalizer or verbalized using two
different generic OWL natural language renderers (one
of which was the Protegé’s NL renderer). She was then
asked to pick the one she prefers based on the correct-
ness of the definition, readability, and clarity. Accord-
ing to the authors, all the users chose the output of the
SWOOP-verbalizer.

In contrast to [62], Jarrar et al. [69] present a sim-
ple engineering solution to multilingual verbalization
of logical theories that can be represented in a SW-
ontology, with little NLG-capability and consequently
only pseudo natural language output. The solution has
been implemented for the verbalization of anObject-
Role Modelling(ORM) schema within an ORM mod-
elling tool.9 For each language, a template file is cre-
ated which expresses in XML a template for each con-
straint, verbalized with the class names and property
names insertedas is(e.g.,ProducedBywill be inserted
as is for any language). To write a new template file
for another language, an ORM-engineer can use an ex-
isting template file for a similar language.10 Ten lan-
guages have been experimented with so far. The ap-
proach has been informally tested with 40 lawyers dur-
ing the development of aCustomer Complaint Man-

9ORM is a conceptual modelling approach fully formalized in
first-order logic and comprehensive in its treatment of many rules
and constraint types.

10The authors claim that only two hours are required to develop
templates for a new language.
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agement Ontology. The test revealed that the domain
experts could check themselves that the model indeed
captures their knowledge accurately, resulting in a bet-
ter representation and in an increased level of trust that
there is a mutual understanding between the domain
expert and modeller about the subject matter.

A number of works use CNLs. Thus, Kaljurand et
al. [43,71] use the highly expressiveAttempto Con-
trolled English(ACE). A bidirectional translation be-
tween a subset of ACE and OWL 2 is provided. The
mapping from ACE-sentences to OWL is done using
a the Attempto Parsing Engine (APE), which maps
ACE-sentences to first-order logic, and then to XML
or OWL/SWRL. For the verbalization of an OWL-
axiom in terms of an ACE-sentence, first, the axiom
is rewritten into a logically equivalent axiom that can
be verbalized as a meaningful sentence. Next, the re-
maining OWL-class descriptions and properties are
verbalized as nouns and passive/active verbs respec-
tively. Complex class descriptions that use intersec-
tion, union, complementation and property restriction
are verbalized using complex noun phrases that use
conjoined, disjoined, negated and embedded relative
clauses. Some basic realization patterns such as denot-
ing named classes by singular countable nouns, and
(object) properties by transitive verbs in their infini-
tive form are used. Finally, the OWL-axioms are ver-
balized as ACE-sentences using realization patterns or
mapping rules, so as to make the resulting sentences
more readable.

The ACE verbalization tool is used in a number of
SW-tools [43]—for instance, in the ACE View Protegé
plugin for visualization and editing of SWRL/OWL in
ACE, in the ACE Reasoner RACE for theorem prov-
ing in ACE, in the ACEWiki Semantic Wiki for con-
tent representation and editing in ACE, and in the Pro-
tune framework for policy definition and enforcement
which is supplied with an ACE front-end for policy
definition. The ACE View plugin also allows users to
visualize potential DL-queries and answers and en-
tailed propositions, and to override the default ACE
surface realization of entities.

Davis et al. [42]’s template-based generation mod-
ule of a round trip authoring (ROA) system is based on
CLOnE, a very simple CNL with a bidirectional map-
ping to only a small subset of OWL. The goal is to
provide the domain expert with an initial summary of
the ontology which she can subsequently edit and thus
avoid the CNL learning curve. The system starts by
selecting classes, instances, class properties with their
domain and range, and instance properties. The text

generator is configured using an XML-file that con-
tains a number of templates. Each template consists of
an input element that defines which triples should be
used and an output element that specifies the phrases
to be generated and the part of the triple inputs that
can be used to fill in the slots. The input element can
also impose coreference between triples such that ag-
gregation of several triples into a single sentence can
be done. Basic morphological inflection is provided
for verb-like properties using the SimpleNLG dictio-
nary look up library.11 As evaluation, a study was per-
formed that is similar to the study used for evaluat-
ing ontology CLOnE-authoring [54], where users were
asked to perform some authoring tasks using either
Protegé or CLOnE after having read a short introduc-
tion about ontologies and a manual on how to edit on-
tologies using Protegé and CLOnE and after having
seen some examples. In the evaluation study of the ver-
balization tool, the subjects were shown the examples
but not the reference manual. After each task, each user
completed a System Usability Scale (SUS) question-
naire and at the end of the evaluation session a compar-
ative questionnaire. The results showed that subjects
found ROA significantly more usable and preferable
than Protegé for simple ontology editing tasks. Fur-
thermore, whereas in the previous evaluation there was
a strong correlation between CLOnE-task times and
Protegé-task times, they found that this correlation was
significantly weakened in the new study, with ROA
tasks taking 32% less time than Protegé tasks, and that
there was a high correlation between high SUS scores
and task times.

A few works, most notably those by Mellish et al.
[89,90,116], investigate NLG-techniques for the task
of ontology/query verbalization and have thus a the-
oretical relevance to NLG. Sun and Mellish [116]
present an experimental microplanner to produce an
isolated sentence from a small RDF-graph that has
a maximum of ten triples and can be a priori real-
ized in a single sentence. Their objective is twofold.
Firstly, as all works presented in this section, they aim
to use domain independent resources. Therefore, they
start with the automatic identification of lexical (Part
Of Speech) patterns implicit in most class and prop-
erty names from a large corpus of ontologies. Each
pattern is mapped onto one or more lexico-syntactic
rules expressed in the Lexicalized TAG (LTAG) for-
malism [70]. Secondly, given these resources, they

11http://code.google.com/p/simplenlg/
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aim to produce a cohesive sentence by making the
most appropriate lexicalization choice for each triple.
The cohesive production of a sentence depends on a
number of constraints, which are: 1) to be syntacti-
cally consistent with similar “aggregable” triples in
the neighbourhood, 2) to be compatible with the re-
alization choices already made, and 3) to achieve an
overall balanced sentence with no great discrepancy
between the length of the subject Noun Phrase (NP)
and the Verb Phrase (VP). The compatibility with pre-
vious realization choices is naturally taken into ac-
count in LTAG, where each minimal syntactic struc-
ture contains explicit information on how other struc-
tures can be adjoined to it. The authors present an al-
gorithm that transforms the input RDF-graph into a
tree, identifies neighbourhoods and maps them onto
lexicalized representations. In order to achieve a more
balanced final NP for each neighbourhood, the algo-
rithm shifts some of the information up the lexicalized
trees of some triples before aggregation of the lexical-
ized triples in each neighbourhood and joining all the
neighbourhood-level syntactic structures is applied to
form a single lexicalized syntax tree, which is then lin-
earized into a sentence. No evaluation is presented.

Mellish and Pan [89,90] address the problem of
domain-independent content determination (i.e., se-
lecting the content and organizing it into a coherent
whole) from an OWL DL ontology fortbox verbal-
ization. They argue that heuristic-based navigation as
used, e.g., in [100], is not adapted to the challenge of
tbox verbalization as it leads to clumsy overly com-
plex sentences with overlapping and possibly mislead-
ing information due to the false implicatures that can
be drawn from some of the ontological axioms [92].
They propose, instead, a new approach called “Natu-
ral Language Directed Inference” (NLDI) that selects
axioms if they can be inferred from previously se-
lected axioms according to such criteria as preference
of shorter formulas to long ones, realizability of se-
lected axioms, and logical independence of the orig-
inal axioms (such that they are included only once).
NLDI has been implemented experimentally to give
an answer to the questionWhat is an A?, where A is
the atomic concept in an OWL-DL ontology. The ap-
proach consists in a depth-first search of refined con-
cepts (i.e., subsumers) of the original concept of in-
creasing syntactic complexity, as long as the new con-
cept is not already known to the user or until a preset
complexity limit is reached. The candidates are filtered
using so-callednatural language directionrules such
as introduction of more specific concepts before more

general ones and evaluation of the candidate against a
set complexity limit. The NLDI-implementation was
tested on two small ontologies, and although being
time consuming, it was able to find natural language
subsumers in a large search space.

Stevens et al. [115] discuss the generation of OWL-
class descriptions in natural language from a bio-
ontology.12 Like Sun and Mellish [116] (see above),
they construct the lexicon automatically from the lin-
guistic information available in the atomic entities (or
from their associated ontology labels). For each class
in the ontology, they first select all axioms in which the
class occurs as a top-level argument. Next, axioms that
share a common pattern and differ in only one con-
stituent are aggregated. Each (aggregated) axiom is re-
alized as a sentence using a generative grammar that
has rules for nearly every logical pattern in OWL-DL.
The axioms are presented in the order in which they
were originally retrieved in the ontology. In an evalua-
tion study of an improved version of their system, the
authors asked potential users of the ontology how un-
derstandable the generated definitions are. They found
that most users rate highly or very highly the under-
standability of the generated descriptions. However,
this result is dampened by an additional study in which
the users were provided with alternative wordings of
axioms containing some properties and asked them
which is the most natural to read and which best cap-
tures the meaning of the OWL-content. They found
that the texts rated as most natural were also the ones
least capturing the OWL-meaning, and vice versa, thus
suggesting that there is a trade-off between naturalness
of the output and faithfulness to the underlying repre-
sentation.

Contrary to the works above, Ang et al. [2] are
concerned with the verbalization of queries from an
ontology. Their system,KnowleFinder, generates for
domain experts natural language (NL) statements of
all the queries that can be built from a bio-ontology
given a single query term, with the goal that the do-
main experts understand better the conceptualization
of an ontology and identify whether the ontology sup-
ports queries relevant to their needs. First, all transi-
tive query paths from the query term and across ob-
ject properties are obtained. These paths are translated
into NL-statements. Each statement represents a valid
query which may return some results from the OWL-
DL KB made available to users via a hyperlinked URL.

12Related work is presented in [105,126].
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The input to the NLG-component proper is a set of
triples, which are mapped to a set of NL-query state-
ments by 1) a set of mapping rules obtained by a
rule learning algorithm that takes as training data user-
provided examples of triples and corresponding NL
statements, and 2) lexical realization of object prop-
erties as determined automatically by a text mining
tool that performs PoS-tagging and term extraction.
The generated NL-query statements are aggregated to
form a compact query using a set of recursively applied
aggregation patterns. In order to increase the gram-
maticality of the generated NL-query, an off-the-shelf
grammar checker is used.

4.1.2. Conceptual Authoring
In conceptual authoring, a term coined by Hallet et

al. [59] but elsewhere named WYSIWYM (What You
See Is What You Meant) (starting at least from [104]),
the user authors the concepts of the ontology schema
to formulate a query or to design the ontology. More
specifically, the user edits the underlying knowledge
representation displayed to her via an interface in
terms of NL-statements generated automatically from
the knowledge representation. The editing is done
through substitutions in specific place-holder points in
the rendered text, where the list of possible substitu-
tions presented to the user is delimited by the system
according to the underlying knowledge representation.
Thus, as with other NL-interfaces, there is no need to
know complex query or ontological languages. The in-
terface displays to the user the knowledge that is to be
authored in natural language. The expertise and train-
ing needed for authoring is thus minimal. However,
what makes conceptual authoring different from other
ontology editors, including CNL-based ones, is that
there is no need for language interpretation. Complex
knowledge configurations can be authored without the
interpretation bottleneck. In addition, in the case of
querying, one can be sure that the input to the sys-
tem matches a valid query, thus avoiding the pitfall of
“linguistic vs. conceptual failure” [51], where the user
does not know whether a query failed because no data
was returned or because it was not consistent with the
KB-schema.

Though initially applied to relational databases and
pre-SW KBs [58,59,104], the use of conceptual au-
thoring for SW-ontologies was a natural step forward.
Thus, Power [103] describes a proof-of-concept proto-
type editing tool that uses WYSIWYM for authoring
both the instances and definitions of a very restricted
DL-ontology. In this prototype, the user is able to add

new terms (property, class or individual) and specify
their linguistic category, thus realizing the conceptual
and linguistic open-endedness requirement for a SW-
authoring tool [63] (see below). Furthermore, the tool
uses the reasoning services available for DL-languages
to determine and present only relevant feedback text to
the user (e.g., the feedback textMary owns an animal
is not presented if the user already specified thatMary
owns a pet).

Power discusses further issues involved in the de-
velopment of a conceptual authoring tool for SW-
ontologies, including the viability and overhead in-
volved in letting the user specify the linguistic realiza-
tion of the ontology concepts and properties, the scal-
ing up of such an authoring to full DL and to thousands
of terms and axioms, and the need for more sophisti-
cated NLG to improve the coherence of longer feed-
back text using aggregation, pronominalization, dis-
course planning and content summarization.

Hielkema et al. [63,64] implement a metadata edit-
ing tool using WYSIWYM to allow social science
researchers to deposit and describe their data in an
OWL Lite ontology via a semantic graph. The se-
mantic graph represents the knowledge presented. It is
edited by the user and constantly updated after each
user feedback. At the end of an interaction session,
the semantic graph is translated into a set of RDF-
triples and stored in a shared repository. The text plan-
ner that ensures a coherent presentation of the data op-
erates on the semantic graph, creating HTML para-
graphs and headers, one per object. Properties of the
semantic graph are grouped according to their com-
mon source, their label and their target nodes (in this
order). Properties with common sources or targets are
marked for aggregation that is performed by the sur-
face realizer. Each property is mapped to a dependency
tree for realization. The surface realizer verbalizes the
dependency trees using the SimpleNLG13 package. In
the course of the verbalization, some limited aggrega-
tion and pronominalization is carried out.

The authors evaluate their tool by measuring the per-
formance of fifteen subjects on four successive tasks
(e.g., entering research data, deposition date, access,
type and topic of transcript material) and find its us-
ability not as positive as expected. One of the rea-
sons, they argue, is the complexity of the ontology with
many options to chose from, some of which the user
is not familiar with. Furthermore, they observe [63]

13http://code.google.com/p/simplenlg
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that the portability of their approach is unclear because
the ontology and the authoring tool influenced each
other’s development so that the ontology is geared to-
wards the NLG-task. According to Hielkema et al., a
requirement for a conceptual authoring tool for the SW
is that it should be portable, flexible and open-ended,
supporting dynamic evolution of metadata (such that
the user is able to add new properties or concepts to
the ontology via the conceptual authoring tool). As a
mechanism for ensuring open-endedness while con-
trolling the quality of the data entered by the user,
the authors propose to integrate ontologies with folk-
sonomies, whereby tags entered as new values for
datatype properties are recorded into folskonomies so
that the same tags can be suggested to the user when
entering further values.

Dongilli and Franconi [48] present a work-in-
progress WYSIWYM-like NLI for authoring conjunc-
tive queries in a tree-like representation. The user
can manipulate the query by, for example, generaliz-
ing/specializing a term or deleting a focused concept.
Unlike WYSIWYM, Dongilli and Franconi’s NLI re-
lies on logic-based reasoning for filtering the content
presented to the user and on the full-fledged surface
generation platform KPML [9] for generation. The au-
thors justify the use of KMPL by KPML’s features to
accept as input an ontology-oriented logical specifi-
cation formulated in terms of theSentence Plan Lan-
guage[72], to provide large scale NLG-resources (in-
cluding grammars and task- and domain-independent
linguistically-motivated ontologies such as the Pen-
man Upper Model [8]) for a number of languages, and
to offer a stable grammar development framework.14

In Franconi et al. [50], the KPML-generator has
been replaced by a template-based generator that aims
to be domain-independent. To use it, a lexicon and
template maps (for the projection of each concept/role
name to a generation template) must be specified. Both
can be partially derived from the linguistic information
present in the ontology, as in approaches to ontology
verbalization described in the previous subsection. Ac-
cording to the authors, for 65% of the relations (of a
total of only 64 relations) in their test ontologies, the
generated template is suitable for use in the NLI.

14A more complete description of the used generation architecture
is given in [47].

4.2. NLG for knowledge publishing

The approaches to knowledge publishing in natural
language are very heterogeneous. Some of them are
application-oriented (see, e.g., et al. [121] and [40]),
others (such as, e.g., [23,24,35,55] aim to provide a
theoretically sound framework. In general NLG-terms,
we can distinguish, for instance, between knowledge
publishing as question-answering (or dialogue) vs.
publishing as report generation; publishing of existing
ontologies vs. publishing of ontologies harvested be-
fore from texts; publishing that involves a major con-
tent selection task vs. publishing of the complete on-
tologies; and so on. Therefore, it does not seem mean-
ingful to attempt to introduce a classification of all the
approaches.

With MIAKT, Bontcheva [21] presents one of the
first implementations of NLG-applications for report
generation from existing SW-ontologies—in her case,
breast cancer screening and diagnosis report genera-
tion. MIAKT takes as input an RDF-description of a
patient case introduced by a medical practitioner using
an ontology-based user interface, together with a hand-
crafted medical ontology and a domain lexicon. The
medical ontology is a formal description of the breast
cancer domain encoded in DAML-OIL, extended by
some properties to facilitate the linguistic realization.
A reasoner is used to identify and remove duplicated
triples in the RDF-input. The remaining triples are
grouped and ordered using patterns that rely on prop-
erties and their domain classes in the ontology; the ad-
jacent triples with the same property and subject are
aggregated. The resulting semantic network is verbal-
ized using an existing surface realizer that operates on
conceptual graphs. With the goal to increase the porta-
bility of the system, all relations in the input ontologies
are mapped to one of four generic and linguistically-
motivated relations for which the used surface gener-
ator HYLITE+ has in-built support. This approach is
extended in ONTOSUM [20], where the text and sen-
tence planning modules can operate on any ontology
that contains the same four upper relations.

Argüello et al. [3]’s generator already described
in Subsection 3.5 is also situated in the medical do-
main. It generates clinical narratives from clinical en-
tries specifying the details about a patient’s history
of present illness in an ophthalmology subdomain. A
clinical entry uses a number of mostly already exist-
ing OWL-ontologies that model healthcare dialogues
and documents as well as clinical terminology. Text
planning is performed using a sequence of SPARQL-
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queries that are executed to select and order the rele-
vant instances. Sentence planning and realization are
then performed to transform the results of these queries
into sentences using further predefined template-based
SPARQL queries which exploit the terminology ontol-
ogy for lexicalization, although the terms in that ontol-
ogy might be overridden by the domain and language
experts involved in the system’s development.

Galanis and Androustsopoulos [55]’s NaturalOWL
generates personalized multilingual descriptions of in-
dividuals and classes from a linguistically annotated
ontology in a number of NLG-applications, includ-
ing an application for generating descriptions of mu-
seum artifacts that builds upon ILEX [100] (see Subec-
tion 2.2.1).15 The different NLG-tasks (e.g., content
selection, ordering, lexicalization) are executed in a
pipeline and rely heavily on annotations to the input
OWL-ontology containing linguistic and task-specific
information. For instance, for content selection, the
NLG-engineer can make some user modelling annota-
tions for the properties of the ontology, specifying for
each property how interesting it is to a given type of
user (e.g., child or expert) and how often it can be re-
peated before it is assimilated. During content selec-
tion, the system then selects all the facts about the re-
quested class or individual in the ontology graph up to
a set maximum distance, discarding assimilated facts
according to its active user profile, ordering the re-
maining facts according to their interest to the use and
selecting them most interesting facts. Classes and in-
dividuals in the OWL ontology are associated with
noun phrases, together with their gender and their sin-
gular and plural forms. Properties, on the other hand,
are assigned one or more template-based micro-plan
annotations, which are used in micro-planning to ren-
der the lexicalization of facts into an abstract clause
specification in a given language. A micro-plan con-
sists of an abstract clause structure containing a verb
and information about its inflection and its valency.
The valency is used to define the mapping between the
semantic arguments of the property and the linguistic
arguments of the verb. The latter can be filled with the
noun phrases associated to individuals or classes, dy-
namically generated referring expressions, data-type
values or multilingual and personalized canned text.
Each micro-plan can be annotated with an appropriate-
ness value for a given type of user. Besides the lexi-
calization of facts using micro-plans, micro-planning

15Galanis and Androustsopoulos present related work in [1,56].

also involves aggregation of resulting clause specifica-
tions into complex sentences and generation of refer-
ring expressions. A Protegé plug-in is provided such
that the annotations NaturalOWL requires on the input
ontology can be specified in a graphical environment.

In Bouttaz et al.’s [27] and Bouayad-Agha et al.’s [23,
24] approaches, content selection plays an even more
prominent role. Bouttaz et al.’s [27] application is in-
spired by the work of [63]; see Subsection 4.1. It ad-
dresses content selection from an OWL-ontology for
the generation of natural language descriptions of dig-
ital artifacts and processes in a virtual research en-
vironmental (e.g., provenance, date of creation, au-
thor) in order to facilitate collaboration and interac-
tion between researchers. The descriptions are gener-
ated taking into account: 1) a model of the provenance
of the resource described in the ontology itself,16 2)
model of the user’s social context based on an ex-
tended version of the FOAF social networking vocab-
ulary,17 and 3) model of user, project, organization and
system policies. The policies are essentially groups of
content selection rules based on the provenance and
social network models encoded as SPARQL-queries
and stored in the metadata repository using TopBraid’s
SPIN API.18 They specify access constraints and addi-
tional information for a specific user and a given type
of artifact. For instance, the principal investigator of
a project might want a policy that restricts the view
of some information about a process that generated a
resource to members of the project, or he might want
contact information to be displayed in a resource de-
scription if the user is not a member of the project. A
user might also want to express her preferences with
respect to the display of some information using a pol-
icy. When a user requests a textual description of a re-
source, all the axioms related to that resource are re-
trieved. A policy manager checks if any of the poli-
cies can be activated against the model containing the
RDF-graph by running a SPIN-reasoner against the
rules associated with the policies, removing or adding
information as appropriate.

Bouayad-Agha et al.’s approach [23,24] has been
instantiated in two different applications: generation
of short football match summaries that vary depend-
ing on user’s team preference [23] and generation of
environmental reports [24]. In both applications, they

16The model is based on theOpen Provenance Model,
http://openprovenance.org/ .

17http://www.foaf-project.org/
18http://spinrdf.org/
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start from an NLG-independent OWL-domain ontol-
ogy, which is complemented by an extra ontological
layer. This additional layer captures, on the one hand,
the content that is inferred from the “primitive” con-
cept configurations in the domain ontology, and, on
the other hand,logico-semantic relationsneeded for
the subsequent generation of coherent discourse (as,
e.g., animplicationrelation between a high ozone con-
centration and a health warning). In the football appli-
cation, the extended ontology is populated offline by
Jena-rules and interpreted using the inference engine
provided by Jena19, while in the environmental appli-
cation the inferred content is computed on the fly by
combining complementary reasoning strategies such
as DL and rule-based reasoning and using the Jena
API. In the football application, the content selection
process is template- and heuristics-based. First, a set
of templates is used to bound the KB to the maximal
subset of content that is relevant to the match to be re-
ported on. Next, each individual from this preselected
subset is evaluated and extracted according to 1) its re-
lation to the user’s preferred team, 2) its importance
according to a set of empirically determined weights,20

and 3) its inclusion as argument of a logico-semantic
relation. In the environmental application, the rele-
vant raw and additional data are selected or inferred
from the ontology to match the user’s request and pro-
file. Template-based content selection and text plan-
ning (i.e., grouping the ontology individuals into mes-
sages, message ordering and mapping of the logico-
semantic relations to discourse relations) is performed
using SPARQL-queries. In both applications, the re-
sulting plan is extracted from the populated ontology
and mapped onto conceptual graphs from which sur-
face generation starts.

In contrast to the above works which operate on ex-
isting ontologies, Weal et al. [121] and Dai et al. [35]
harvest the information that they incorporate into on-
tologies before publishing. Weal et al. present a pro-
totypical implementation called ArtEquAKT that gen-
erates adaptive biographies of artists from informa-
tion harvested before from the web. ArtEquAKT uses
information extraction technologies to automatically
populate an ontology, which is modelled as an ex-
tension of the cultural heritage and museum CIDOC-

19http://jena.sourceforge.net/
20To determine the weights, supervised learning from a corpus

of aligned summaries and tabulated data obtained from the web has
been used.

CRM ontology.21 The extracted facts are associated
with their source text fragments. Human authored bi-
ography templates are used to reconstruct an artist’s bi-
ography as a hypertext document combining text frag-
ments in the ontology with sentences generated dy-
namically from facts also found in the ontology, all
according to the user’s preferences. The templates are
encoded in XML following theFundamental Open
Hypermedia Model(FOHM) model for the descrip-
tion of hypermedia documents. They consist of or-
dered queries to the ontology which retrieve the text
fragments associated with the facts being queried, or,
if no fragments can be retrieved, dynamically gener-
ate a sentence for a given fact using sentence tem-
plates. In order to avoid repetition, the overlap of in-
formation between text fragments is monitored by a
blackboard in which the already mentioned triples are
added, such that no new text fragment that contains an
already mentioned fact is included. That is, from the
NLG point of view, ArtEquAKT reconstructs biogra-
phies using templates for text planning and combining
the use of text fragments and templates for sentence
generation.

Dai et al [35] generate texts from a semantic net-
work, which they callSemantic Networks Serialization
Grammar(SNLG). Starting from the node of interest
in the input semantic network, they iteratively select a
semantic star (akin to a star in graph theory) according
to a distance function that evaluates to what extent a
node is “convincing”. The semantic star is “trivialized”
into one (or more) patterned semantic trees according
to some serialization patterns. The trivialization en-
sures that each resulting semantic tree can be linguisti-
cally realized as sentence, and, therefore, that seman-
tic stars are only selected if they can be trivialized—
a strategy that ensures a tight coupling between con-
tent determination and linguistic realization. The tree
splitting and trivialization is followed by pattern-based
aggregation. Both trivialization and aggregation pat-
terns are trained using an annotated corpus. Linguis-
tic realization is in charge of lexicalization (which can
be as simple as obtaining the concepts’ labels), refer-
ring expression generation, which implements [77]’s
graph-based approach to this task, and serialization
into a language node sequence using the serialization
patterns. The framework has been implemented in a
system calledNaturalWiki, which generates texts from
fully semanticized wikis in both English and Chinese.

21http://www.cidoc-crm.org/
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The input semantic network is obtained by parsing a
corpus of texts on 20 Chinese cities into semantic trees.
The trees are merged to avoid repetition and ambiguity
using around 500 pattern networks derived (for Chi-
nese) from a different semantically annotated corpus.
From the input network, a summary description for
each of the 20 cities is generated. It remains to be seen
how their approach applies to any RDF-graph, not just
one obtained from semantic parsing of texts, and how
portable it is to different domains (in case no corpora
are available for obtaining the patterns).

Dannélls et al. [40] present a work-in-progress mul-
tilingual generation system (so far demonstrated on
English and Swedish) that generates verbalizations
of responses to queries about museum artifacts from
a Museum Reason-able View, which is an assem-
bly of independent datasets and schemas used as a
single body of knowledge with respect to reasoning
and query evaluation [39].22 The data in theMuseum
Reason-able Viewis accessible via a SPARQL end-
point. A query can be formulated by combining pred-
icates from different datasets and ontologies in a sin-
gle SPARQL-query, retrieving results from all differ-
ent datasets as a set of triples which is then verbal-
ized. A grammar formalism called theGrammatical
Framework(GF) is used for NLG. GF comes with a
resource library that covers the syntax and lexicons of
various languages in order to support the development
of new/extended domain-specific grammars and lex-
icons by non-experts. A semantic grammar specifies
discourse patterns, i.e., the order of concepts and their
division into sentence units.

Unlike the approaches presented above, Wilcock
and Jokinen’s [124] and Janzen and Mass’s [68] ap-
proaches are situated in dialogue applications. Wilcock
and Jokinen present an approach to the generation of
natural language texts from RDF-XML- and DAML+-
OIL-ontologies based on a template-based XSLT
pipeline architecture previously developed by Wilcock
[123]. For each application domain, a set of XSLT-
templates is defined to transform an input XML-
structure into an output XML-structure. Each template
performs a specific NLG-task (such as referring ex-
pression generation, aggregation or discourse struc-
turing). Thus, knowledge of the domain, of NLG-
processes, language, and XSLT are tightly coupled.
In [124], their application domain is information on

22For further references by Dannélls on work related to [40], see
[36–38].

public transportation in the Helsinki area; the input to
the NLG-component is a time schedule or a list of con-
cepts selected by the dialogue manager for verbaliza-
tion. As benefit of the use of ontologies, the authors
cite the possibility to reason in order to answer com-
plex user queries (as, e.g.,Is the route of the night bus
the same as that of the day bus?, Are there any buses
going from A to B?, etc.), and to rectify user miscon-
ceptions (e.g., by answeringRoutes 1 to 10 are tram
routes, not bus routes. Do you mean tram number 7?
to the questionWhen does bus number 7 leave?).

Janzen and Mass [68] exploit SW-representation,
reasoning and querying technologies in aConversa-
tional Recommendation Agent(CORA)—a dialogue
system that enables shoppers to ask questions about
products within an in-store shopping environment.
Each product is modelled in OWL-DL as aSmart
Product Description Object(SPDO); product informa-
tion is retrieved from the SPDO-pool using SPARQL.
Given a corpus of customer-vender conversations, the
authors came up with 19 schemas that model the
questions that the user can compose and 12 rhetori-
cal plan operators assigned to the schemas to model
the answers that satisfy both the buyer’s and seller’s
intentions. From these schemas, the communicative
intentions of the customer, which constitute the in-
terface between the NLU-part (schemas) and NLG-
part (plan operators) of the system, are also de-
rived. The schemas, plan operators and their inten-
tions are modelled in OWL-DL (and retrieved using
SPARQL), drawing upon a domain-independent on-
tology, theSemantic QA Structure Model(SQASM).
SQASM also integrates a domain-independent part-
of-speech lexicon. The mapping between lexemes and
concepts is part of the domain-dependent layer, as are
the instances of plan operators, schemas and effects.
The user can incrementally compose a question us-
ing schema segments. Upon completion, the relevant
schema is identified and the appropriate plan opera-
tor selected according to the identified intention of the
schema. The selected plan operator is expanded and
instantiated by queries made to the SPDO-pool. Fur-
ther information is retrieved via reasoning using stan-
dard SW-rules (e.g., SWRL). Which parts of the plan
operator are expanded depends on the information that
is already in focus on the focus stack that keeps track
of the discourse history. An extrinsic evaluation of the
quality of the response, the perceived usefulness, etc.
of the system has been performed with a group of 16
subjects. The obtained scores were significantly high.
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4.3. Summary

Table 2 shows a condensed summary of the NLG-
applications we discussed in the previous sections ac-
cording to the NLG-dimensions and features intro-
duced in Section 2. The table is divided between
works that use NLG for ontology engineering (Sub-
section 4.1) in the upper half and works that use NLG
for knowledge publishing (Subsection 4.2) in the bot-
tom half. All the features, apart from the input size and
input domain independence in Table 1 are considered.
Input size and input domain independence are not con-
sidered because (nearly) none of the works has a re-
striction on the size of the input and the input is al-
ways domain-dependent. An exception with respect to
input size is Sun and Mellish [116], whose input RDF-
graph is limited to 10 triples, because their system is a
microplannerand the target text is a single sentence.

All NLG-approaches to ontology engineering un-
derstandably lacktarget texts, i.e., manually crafted
texts that the system aims to replicate, and a user pro-
file. Nearly all of them have the common straightfor-
ward communicative goal to say all there is to say
(see also below). The table also reveals that NLG-
approaches to ontology engineering are monolingual
(apart from [69]). As pointed out in Section 4.1.1, this
is due to their straightforward one-to-one mapping be-
tween linguistic objects and ontological knowledge de-
veloped using essentially English names and labels;
furthermore, the CNLs used in a number of works are
all subsets of English.

Unlike NLG-approaches to ontology engineering,
many of the approaches to knowledge publishing are
developed based on given target texts. Some, like [20,
35,55], are presented as domain-independent, although
they are subsequently tested in specific domains with
specific target texts such as encyclopedic descriptions
[35] or museum artifact descriptions [55].

Most approaches start from an input representation
(i.e., ontology) which has not been designed delib-
erately for NLG. A number of works, however, im-
pose restrictions on the naming of labels in the ontol-
ogy with the aim to ensure the grammaticality of the
generated text; see [62,64,103]. Others extend a task-
independent ontology by task-specific and/or linguis-
tic knowledge. This additional knowledge can consist
of annotated user or linguistic models [55,103], a lin-
guistically motivated set of generic concepts and/or
relations [21,47], additional domain-specific concepts
and relations whose instances can be inferred from

the domain knowledge and are communicated in target
texts [23,24], etc.

The target audience of NLG-approaches to knowl-
edge publishing is constituted by end users—lay per-
sons or domain experts (e.g., medical practitioners [3],
social science researchers [27], environmental experts
[24]), whereas NLG-approaches to ontology engineer-
ing target domain experts that act mainly as ontology
developers or imaginary lay persons.

Some approaches are concerned with the verbaliza-
tion of the entire input graph [20,21,48,116] (minus
redundancies in the case of [20,21]), thus excluding
content selection from the scope of their work. Most
are interested in the description of a specific node in
the ontology graph, be it a class or a specific instance.
Indeed, all approaches but [68] are data driven. Their
communicative goal is one of the following three: (i)
to say all there is to say about an entity or graph
(as, e.g., [62], [115]); (ii) to verbalize the most rele-
vant facts (as, e.g., [55], [35]); or (iii) to verbalize the
most typical facts according to some target texts (as,
e.g., [121], [40]). While (iii) is typically achieved by
closed planning using straightforward templates, (ii)
can be achieved either by open planning using the in-
put graph topology with or without pondered nodes
based on the nodes’ inherent value and/or a user model
[35,55], or by closed planning with restrictions on the
applications of each template [24,27]; for (i), obvi-
ously, no content selection is needed, although dis-
course structuring by way of simple ordering rules is
in order. Some approaches such as [23,24,27] combine
the requirement to communicate the most typical facts
in a target text (e.g., result and team names for football
match summaries) with the requirement to communi-
cate the most relevant facts.

When used, the type of user profile is very hetero-
geneous and can be a list of properties that are to be
filtered out [20], discourse history [68], user perspec-
tive [23,26], interest [55] or social context [27].23

As far as system’s output is concerned, fluency tends
to be higher in systems that use lexicalization, aggre-
gation and linguistic realization together with lexical
and grammatical resources. However, our assessment
of the level of fluency relies not only on our knowledge

23User profile refers to NLG-systems that generate different texts
for different users given the same input using an explicit user pro-
file/model, thus excluding works like Argüello [3], whose input data
is already specific to a user, or Jarrar et al. [69], who theoretically
consider taking into account different users or scenarios by defining
specific templates for each of them.
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of the performed NLG-tasks and their scope, but also
on the sample texts provided in the reference articles.24

For instance, Davis et al. [42] state that their ontology
verbalizer uses XML-templates that perform aggrega-
tion, impose coreference, and do basic morphological
inflection. However, the example output they provide
shows that class names are treated as proper names
(e.g., ‘Researcher’attends‘Conference’), which nat-
urally limits the fluency of the output text (as, would
be the case in ‘SeniorResearcher’attends ‘Confer-
ence‘). Similarly, in [63], aggregation is limited to
cases where the source and property label are the same,
thus limiting the possibilities (as, e.g., for the fol-
lowing two statements:It was deposited on 9 March
2007. It was deposited by John Farrington). Other non-
strictly NLG-tasks can contribute to improve fluency,
such as final spell checking [2], removal or monitor-
ing of repetitions/redundancies [20,21,62,121] or pre-
sentation of sentence coordinated constituents in a bul-
leted list [62].

The size of the output of the NLG-system can either
be a sentence (possibly a complex one), a paragraph
(i.e., a thematically related sequence of sentences),
or a text (i.e., a sequence of paragraphs). Coherence
only applies above the sentence level, even though for
complex sentences, some syntactically enforced coher-
ence between the clauses of a sentence is in order.
As a matter of fact, coherence is often attained using
topic/triple ordering templates (see, e.g., [21,40]). But
it can also be achieved using simple ordering rules (as,
e.g., class first, then properties) for prototypical texts
(e.g., [115,124]), partial order constraints as annota-
tions on the ontology [47,55], or more complex graph-
based search (as, e.g., [35]). In some of these works,
coherence is further leveraged with aggregation and re-
ferring expression generation (as, e.g., in [35,55]).

5. Burning issues

The previous sections have shown that NLG is in-
creasingly using SW-technologies. However, a number
of issues need to be addressed before we can speak of
a real symbiosis between NLG and SW. These “burn-
ing issues” concern, on the one hand, a tighter interre-
lation between NLG and SW-representations, and, on
the other hand, a more intense integration of NLG into

24This means that our interpretation of a system’s output as being
of low to medium fluency is more justified than as being of high
fluency.

SW-applications. Let us discuss a few these isses in
some detail.

5.1. Codification of NLG-relevant knowledge in SW

In Subsection 3.1, we pointed out that the possi-
bility of a uniform codification of NLG-relevant in-
formation in terms of a SW-representation makes a
significant difference compared to traditional repre-
sentations. Wilks and Brewster [125] argue that it
is NLP, which is the foundation of the SW. This
may lead us to the conclusion that SW-resources con-
tain a significant share of linguistic knowledge that is
also relevant to NLG. However, as a matter of fact,
there has been only limited work on the systematic
codification of linguistic/NLG-related information in
terms of OWL ontologies. To be mentioned are, first
of all, the initiatives on the representation of lexico-
semantic information—starting with Bateman’sGen-
eralized Upper Model[10] 25 already discussed in
Subsection 3.1, whose history goes back to the mid-
nineties, and continuing with LexOnto [32], LexInfo
[28],26, LIR [95], etc.; see also Subsection 3.1. As
our discussion in 3.1 shows, the codification of other
types of NLG-relevant information has so far been
approach-specific and selective in the sense that, to
the best of our knowledge, none of the existing works
codifies all relevant information (such as discourse re-
lation models, user models, planning operators, con-
text models, etc.) in a SW-representation. This reduces
the efficiency of the generators and hampers the ex-
change and/or plug-in of individual modules. A con-
certed action is thus needed to determine which types
of NLG-relevant information should be captured in a
SW-representation and to agree on the codification.

5.2. Standardization of NLG-interfaces using SW

Immediately related to the central question of stan-
dardization of the codification of NLG-relevant in-
formation is the question of the interfaces of indi-
vidual modules in NLG. In the past, efforts such as
RAGS (“Reference Architecture for Generation Sys-
tems”) [91] have been made to come up with a for-
mal specification of consensus representations (con-
ceptual, rhetorical, document, semantic, syntactic and
quote representations) that can serve as input or output

25http://www.ontospace.uni-bremen.de/
ontology/stable/GUM-3.owl

26http://lexinfo.net
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of the different NLG-modules, thus allowing the inter-
change and communication between modules that im-
plement the RAGS framework. However, the RAGS-
representation models have not been taken up by the
NLG-community. According to one of the main au-
thors of RAGS C. Mellish [88], this is due to the
complexity of the RAGS-framework, lack of tools
to support its implementation (i.e., APIs in differ-
ent programming languages, consistency checking,
query engines, etc.), its idiosyncratic use of XML and
its inability to define how to bring together RAGS-
representations with non-RAGS ones. Mellish sug-
gests that these difficulties can be remedied by re-
casting quite naturally RAGS-data in terms of RDF
and formalizing the RAGS-representations using SW-
ontologies. As a matter of fact, this would result in
consensus representations and models of linguistic re-
sources and input/output of NLG-modules or -tasks in-
terfaces, and increase the performance of the genera-
tors. Without such a recasting it will be very hard to
achieve a breakthrough of NLG-technologies.

5.3. NLG and linked open data and texts

Virtually all efforts in NLG from SW-datasets
are still restricted to isolated datasets, leaving much
ground to cover before mature technologies are avail-
able for the production of text from Linked Data.
When NLG taps the full potential of linked data, it
will have to adapt to vast amounts of data described
using multiple vocabularies and encoded in knowl-
edge representations of varying degrees of expressiv-
ity (e.g., SKOS, RDFS, and different OWL dialects).
This will have an impact not only on the selection of
contents, but also on other NLG-tasks which operate
or reason on the same input representation—for in-
stance, ordering contents for their inclusion in the text
or determining their lexical realization. In particular,
generating from linked data will require that imple-
mentations of these tasks are aware of the linkage be-
tween vocabularies in order to treat information from
heterogeneous data sources as semantically equivalent
or related. Thus, if a vocabulary link states that two
classes from two different vocabularies used in distinct
datasets are equivalent, reasoners and query engines
used in NLG must be able to consider all instances of
both classes as individuals of the same class. This will
be necessary, for instance, when selecting or ordering
facts according to the classes of the individuals refer-
enced in the fact.

Another prominent feature of a number of open
linked datasets is that their data are related to Hyper-
text Web documents. For instance, in DBPedia RDF-
triples are paired with the Wikipedia articles they were
extracted from. The text found in the paired documents
can be seen as a verbalization of the data, and thus as
training material for empirical NLG: documents can
provide an insight on which data is most relevant, how
it is ordered, and which are the linguistic expressions
that are used to communicate the data. Some works in
NLG outside the scope of the SW have explored the
creation and use of text corpora aligned with data for
some specific NLG-tasks (as, e.g., [5] for the selec-
tion of contents from databases). The methods for the
alignment of texts with the data communicated in them
and for the extraction of useful heuristics could also be
applied in the context of Linked Data and Web docu-
ments.

The recently announced content selection challenge
from SW-data paired with corresponding data sets [22]
is expected to advance the state-of-the-art in this field
and bring the NLG- and SW-communities closer to
each other.

5.4. Summarization of large volumes of data

In Section 3.3, we argued that SW offers the chance
and, at the same time, poses the challenge to scale up
NLG-techniques to large volumes of data. Conversely,
there is a growing need in the SW-community for tech-
nologies that give humans easy access to the machine-
oriented Web of data [61]. NLG provides the means for
presenting semantic data in an organized, coherent and
accessible way thanks to its capabilities of rendering
content as multilingual or even multimodal informa-
tion. We have already shown that NLG-technologies
have been successfully applied to the generation of
information from large data sets(see Subsection 4.2).
This success is also in part due to the strategies for
content selection developed in NLG over the years (see
Subsection 2.2.1). By adapting these strategies to Se-
mantic Web data, NLG can be used to generate sum-
maries that communicate the most important content
in a dataset while filtering out the less relevant con-
tent. An illustration of how this can be done by apply-
ing reasoning techniques is given, e.g., in [23,24]. On
the other hand, works on ontology summarization can
also contribute to the generation of summaries from
large datasets. While strategies for content selection
in NLG take as criteria what content is communicated
in target texts, approaches to ontology summarization
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employ topographical measures over RDF-graphs in
order to assess what content is most important; see,
e.g. [31,128]. Ontology summarization could be used
to leverage NLG and improve the suitability of text-
based summaries as an accessible way of presenting
data to humans.

5.5. Combining content distillation and generation

The vocabulary and data in the SW are often ob-
tained automatically or semi-automatically from tex-
tual information in the Hyperdocument Web using
Knowledge Acquisition (KA), Information Extraction
(IE), or Text Mining (TM) techniques [125]. Even
when SW-data are encoded manually, they often orig-
inate from the analysis or manual annotation of exist-
ing Web documents. In contrast, NLG starts from data
and produces text documents. This situation has been
referred to as thelanguage loop[19]. NLG plays an
increasingly central role in the language loop because
many original web texts require a paraphrase, sum-
marization or translation in order to serve the needs
of the targeted user. The SW acts as a sort ofinter-
lingua, which helps in bridging the gap between the
source and destination texts. NLG is thus to be seen
here as regeneration guided by SW-data, where NLG-
techniques are combined with IE- and TM-techniques
in order to produce new textual material. This mate-
rial may contain both dynamically generated text and
text fragments obtained from original Web documents.
To the best of our knowledge, the ArtEquAKT system
presented in Subsection 4.2 is the only NLG-system to
explore this increasingly prominent topic.

5.6. Adapting to context

Tailoring the content and wording to the preferences
and particularities of end users as well as to other
contextual conditions is instrumental for personalized
NLG. NLG has a long tradition of working on exper-
imental techniques that adapt the output to the con-
text by varying the information communicated in the
text, its order and general organization, the language,
the general writing style and lexical choices, and even
the mode (e.g. text, images). Many of the SW-oriented
NLG-proposals discussed in Subsection 4.2 are also, to
a certain extent, context-sensitive. The contextual in-
formation they deal with includes the target language
(as, e.g. [24]), user preferences and partial order re-
strictions for certain types of contents (as, e.g. [55]),
or a history of the content communicated to a specific

user (as, e.g. [36]). This information is used to influ-
ence common text planning tasks such as content se-
lection or content ordering or to control the use of cer-
tain HTML-layout features (as in ONTOSUM [20]).
However, the degree of their context-orientation is, in
general, considerably lower than in traditional (admit-
tedly much more experimental) implementations.

On the other hand, the SW constitutes an excellent
means for the codification of detailed user-oriented
contexts. Furthermore, both existing vocabularies and
the input data sets can be seamlessly integrated using
the same mechanisms used to publish Linked Data, i.e.
URIs and identity and vocabulary links. This is illus-
trated in [27], where complex contextual knowledge
for content selection (i.e. policies based on provenance
information) is encoded using SW-technologies and
in part described using existing vocabularies such as
FOAF. We are convinced that SW-oriented NLG will
be required to work further in this direction.

6. Conclusions

One of the original and ultimate goals of the SW
was to allow agents to carry out sophisticated tasks
for users based on retrieving and processing meaning-
ful content, and communicating the results in a user-
friendly way [15]. Some applications of this kind have
been developed in limited domains and for limited
tasks; see, for instance [127]’s system that answers
questions about pop trivia, [68]’s system that answers
questions about products for a virtual in-store shop-
ping environment, or [121]’s ArtEquAkt-system that
combines SW-knowledge and text fragments to gener-
ate adaptive artist biographies. The NLG-component
used in these applications is developed from scratch
and relies on relatively simple templates. We are still
a long way from embodied characters that engage in
conversation in a multimodal way to present informa-
tive content tailored to the context [33]. However this
vision might be attainable if the Semantic Web and
Natural Language Generation community join their ef-
forts to develop robust data-driven approaches, and
standardized representations of input (and also certain
intermediate) structures, context, and processes.
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